Paintings come in all of the colors of the rainbow! From the RED of an Apple to the BLUE of the sky and sea! Can you find a painting that has each of the colors of the rainbow? I bet you can!

Spell My Name!
Can you find a painting for each letter of your name? Once you find a painting for each letter, what about an artist? Give it a try! Make a list below

My Name Is: (write your name on the dashes)
Can we find TEN paintings that are similar? What should we look for? Ten paintings that have flowers? Or what about ten paintings that have an animal? Or kids like you and me? We can play this game all day long! But, let’s just pick one for now. You choose! I left the box blank for you to write in your idea!

We’re on the hunt for 10 Paintings that have: _______________________

1 ONE
2 TWO
3 THREE
4 FOUR
5 FIVE
6 SIX
7 SEVEN
8 EIGHT
9 NINE
10 TEN

Can we find TEN paintings that are similar? What should we look for? Ten paintings that have flowers? Or what about ten paintings that have an animal? Or kids like you and me? We can play this game all day long! But, let’s just pick one for now. You choose! I left the box blank for you to write in your idea!

Art From Around the World

Did you know that art comes from all over the world? There are artists in every country on the whole planet! Let’s see if we can find art from different locations other than ours! What do you think? I’ll let you decide where we should look first!

What Paintings Come From ____________________________